GLASGOW.

Moses, Ramsey and Co., in their report dated 19th May, 1891.

Wool.—There is no change in the Scotch wool market during the last week. The stock on offer is very small, and current rates are fully maintained.

SHEEP SKINS.—The supply has been fairly kept up during the past week, and the qualities competed on have been rather lower, but in most cases recent values have been reached.

FLAX AND JUTE.

DUNDEE TRADE REPORT.

TUESDAY, MAY 17TH, 1891.

The tone of the Dundee market remains firm. Jute is a shade dearer to buy, and the feeling grows that in the meantime the lowest has again reached Flax is firm, but spinners having bought largely when prices were well below the level of last week's quotations, they therefore are very reluctant buyers at the advance.

Jute yarns are firm, and for immediate delivery 1s. 3½d. is paid for 8 lbs. coils, and 1s. 4½d. for slub 8 lb. warps. Prices are firm, but not dearer to-day.

Heavies are selling freely at 1s. 5½d. for common 45 lb., and 1s. 4½d. for good one-feet chains. For fine yarns with colour prices are very firm indeed, and 7½s. are dealt 1s. 7½ to 1s. 8½d.

In jute goods the firms are busy. The makers are all well engaged, and they therefore refuse to make any competitive prices. Flax and jute day and night both buyers find it impossible to place orders for quick delivery at anything under last week's prices. For 10 oz. 40 in. common Dundie goods the price is 1s. 4d.

Fine wide Hessians are as much higher in proportion at general time as they are common 8½s., with others.

Fine yarns are strong, and the advance is paid, but two yarns even yet refuse to budger. Buyers will have it all their own way for some time to effect business of importance. The old prices must be accepted for all common widths.

Linens are in excellent demand; all the lots are engaged. This applies to Brechin, Forfar, and Forth.

Artelox remains still exceptionally quiet. Heavy and especially common cotton is difficult to sell.

The Dundie jute fancy trade is quiet. This is the dull season.

Twines, ropes, and course are all wanted, and makers are busy.
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